The phrase table, a scored list of bilingual phrases, lies at the center of phrase-based machine translation systems. We present a method to directly learn this phrase table from a parallel corpus of sentences that are not aligned at the word level. The key contribution of this work is that while previous methods have generally only modeled phrases at one level of granularity, in the proposed method phrases of many granularities are included directly in the model. This allows for the direct learning of a phrase table that achieves competitive accuracy without the complicated multistep process of word alignment and phrase extraction that is used in previous research. The model is achieved through the use of non-parametric Bayesian methods and inversion transduction grammars (ITGs), a variety of synchronous context-free grammars (SCFGs). Experiments on several language pairs demonstrate that the proposed model matches the accuracy of the more traditional two-step word alignment/phrase extraction approach while reducing its phrase table to a fraction of its original size.
Introduction
Statistical machine translation (SMT) has seen great improvements over the past decade thanks largely to the introduction of phrase-based translation, which helps resolve lexical ambiguity and short-distance reordering by translating multi-word phrases as single chunks. The most important element of phrase-based SMT systems is the "phrase table," a scored list of bilingual phrase pairs that are translations of each other. This phrase table is generated from a parallel corpus of translated sentences that are not aligned at the word or phrase level.
Traditional systems construct phrase tables by going through a two-step pipeline. The first step consists of finding alignments between words or minimal phrases in both sentences, while the second step extracts an expanded phrase table from these alignments through heuristic combination of words or minimal phrases into longer units. The ability to use both short single-word units and longer phrases is one of the major reasons why phrasebased translation achieves superior results to word-based methods. However, it has been shown in previous research [13] that this two step approach results in word alignments that are not optimal for the final task of generating phrase tables that are used in translation. In addition, exhaustively extracted phrase tables are often unnecessarily large, which results in an increase in the amount of time and memory required to run machine translation 1 Graduate School of Informatics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan In this paper, we propose an approach that is able to reduce the two steps of alignment and extraction into a single step by including phrases of multiple granularities in a probabilistic alignment model. The model is based on inversion transduction grammars (ITGs [34] ), a variety of synchronous context free grammars (SCFGs). ITGs allow for efficient word or phrase alignment [2] , [5] , [35] through the use of bilingual chart parsing, similar to parsing algorithms used widely for the parsing of monolingual CFGs.
In contrast to previous approaches, which generally only attempt to model word (or minimal phrase) alignments, the proposed method models phrases at multiple levels of granularity through a novel recursive formulation, where larger phrase pairs are probabilistically constructed from two smaller phrase pairs. The model uses methods from non-parametric Bayesian statistics, which favor simpler models, preventing the over-fitting that occurs in some previous alignment approaches [22] .
Using this model, we create phrase tables and perform machine translation experiments over four language pairs. We observe that the proposed hierarchical model is able to meet or exceed results attained by the traditional combination of word alignment and heuristic phrase extraction with significantly smaller phrase table size. We also find that in contrast, previously proposed ITG-based phrase alignment approaches are not able to achieve competitive accuracy without heuristic phrase extraction and the accompanying increase in phrase table size.
Phrase-Based Statistical Machine Translation
Machine translation is the process of automatically translating a sentence F in a source (foreign) language, into an equivalent sentence E in the target (English) language. Many modern machine translation (MT) systems utilize phrase-based MT [20] techniques, which break F into phrases of one or more words, each of which is individually translated and reordered to form E. An example of a phrase-based translation is shown in Fig. 1 . It should be noted that in addition to F and E, there is a string A of alignment spans that indicates which parts of F were translated into which parts of E. Each element of A takes the form {[a e1 , a e2 ], [a f 1 , a f 2 ]} indicating a single pair of phrases in the source and target sentences. The variables a e1 and a e2 indicate the position of the first and last words of the target phrase, while a f 1 and a f 2 indicate the position of the first and last words of the source phrase respectively.
For any particular source sentence F there are many possible translations, some more natural or semantically correct than others. Statistical machine translation (SMT) attempts to resolve this ambiguity by creating a statistical model for the target sentence and alignment given the source sentence, and finding the target sentence that maximizes this probability:
The predominant paradigm for calculating this probability is the log-linear model of Ref. [27] . This model defines the logarithm of the translation probability as a linear combination of a set of feature functions φ 1 , . . . , φ I over E, F, and A, weighted with weights λ 1 , . . . , λ I log P(E, A|F) =
This formulation allows arbitrary features of E, F, and A to be used in determining the translation probabilities. Commonly used feature functions include log language model probabilities and reordering probabilities. The language model probabilities are defined over E, and attempt to measure the fluency of the generated sentence. The reordering probabilities are defined over A, and attempt to ensure that the word order is appropriate. However, the features that most directly affect the translation quality are those that belong to the phrase table. As shown in the example in Fig. 2 , the phrase table is a collection of phrase pairs, consisting of equivalent source and target language phrases ( f and e respectively). Each phrase pair is additionally scored with several feature functions, which will be explained in more Fig. 1 The target sentence F, source sentence E, and alignment A. detail in Section 6. These feature functions are used to provide an indication of the reliability or frequency of each phrase pair, and can be learned from a corpus consisting of translated pairs of sentences in the source and target languages.
Alignment Using Inversion Transduction Grammars
The first step in creating a phrase table from a sentence-aligned parallel corpus is alignment, the process of finding which words or phrases in the source and target sides of the training data correspond to each other. Following the definitions presented in the previous section, this means that we are given a parallel training corpus consisting of F = F 1 , . . . , F n and E = E 1 , . . . , E n , and we must find the corresponding alignments A = A 1 , . . . , A n . One framework for learning these alignments that has been used in a number of recent works [2] , [5] , [35] is the inversion transduction grammar (ITG) [34] .
ITGs are a form of context-free grammar (CFG) in Chomsky normal form [7] , defined over two languages instead of one. Like normal CFGs, ITGs have non-terminal, pre-terminal, and terminal symbols, but each node generates bilingual phrase pairs e, f instead of the single monolingual phrases generated by normal CFGs. The most important characteristic of ITGs is the nonterminal symbols, which can be either "straight" or "inverted." If a non-terminal node's left and right child nodes have generated the phrase pairs e 1 , f 1 and e 2 , f 2 respectively, in the case of the straight non-terminals, these will be concatenated in order as e 1 e 2 , f 1 f 2 , while in the case of inverted nodes, the phrases of f are concatenated in inverted reverse order as e 1 e 2 , f 2 f 1 . An example of straight and inverted nodes is shown in Fig. 3 .
Like probabilistic CFGs, which assign probabilities to each generative grammar rule over monolingual phrases, ITGs can also be assigned a generative probability distribution over bilingual phrase pairs. The traditional ITG generative probability for a particular phrase pair P f lat ( e, f ; θ x , θ t ) is parameterized by a phrase table θ t (which specifies a probability distribution over terminal symbols) and a symbol distribution θ x (which specifies a probability distribution over non-terminal and pre-terminal symbols). A number of small variations of this traditional ITG model have been proposed in the literature, but we use the following generative story as a representative of previously proposed models. ITG-based models can be used to find alignments for words in parallel sentences through the process of biparsing [34] . Within the previously described ITG framework, a sentence pair E, F can be defined as the phrase pair that is generated by the node at the top of the derivation tree. Biparsing for ITGs finds the most likely derivation for this sentence pair given the ITG probabilities. Once we have this most likely derivation, we treat all phrase pairs that were generated from the same terminal symbols as aligned (for example, in Fig. 3 : "i/il me," "hate/coûte," "to/de," "admit/admettre," and "it/le").
Bayesian Modeling for Inversion Transduction Grammars
The probabilities of ITG models can be calculated in the same manner as traditional unsupervised PCFGs using the expectationmaximization algorithm and maximum likelihood estimation. However, as noted by Ref. [12] , when many-to-many alignments are allowed, the solution that maximizes the likelihood is often to simply memorize every sentence as a single phrase pair, a degenerate solution that defeats the purpose of performing alignment. Reference [35] and others propose dealing with this problem by putting a prior probability P(θ x , θ t ) on the parameters, which allows us to bias towards compact models and prevent this degenerate solution.
Priors based on Bayesian statistics have proven useful for controlling model complexity in previous work, so we adapt a similar approach here. The symbol distribution parameters θ x specify a multinomial distribution over 3 elements. Because of this it is natural to use a Dirichlet distribution as a prior for θ x , as the Dirichlet distribution is the conjugate prior of the multinomial distribution.
α is a hyper-parameter controlling the sparsity of the distribution, but this has little empirical effect on the results, so we arbitrarily set α = 1. The phrase table parameters θ t specify a multinomial distribution over an undetermined number of elements (every possible phrase pair). Previous work on both word alignment [2] , [35] and other natural language processing tasks has used Bayesian nonparametric techniques to specify priors over these sort of infinite multinomial distributions. In particular we use a prior based on the non-parametric Pitman-Yor process [31] , [33] . The PitmanYor process is a generalization of the better-known Dirichlet process prior that has been used in previous work on word alignment. This prior is expressed as
In the Pitman-Yor process, d is the discount parameter, s is the strength parameter, and P base is the base measure. The discount d is subtracted from observed counts, and when it is given a large value (close to one), less frequent phrase pairs will be given lower relative probability than more common phrase pairs. The strength s controls the overall sparseness of the distribution, and when it is given a small value the distribution will be sparse. P base is the prior probability of generating a particular phrase pair, which we describe in more detail in the following section. Non-parametric priors are well suited for modeling the phrase distribution because every time a phrase is generated by the model, it is "memorized" and given higher probability. Within the framework of the ITG model, this indicates that phrase pairs that are generated by P t many times are more likely to be reused (the rich-get-richer effect), which results in the induction of phrase tables with fewer, but more helpful phrases. In the flat model, non-terminal nodes are first generated from P x , reducing the sentence to managable chunks, followed by the generation of the pre-terminal from P x , then a generation of a minimal phrase pair from P t . As P t will only generate a phrase pair at the end of the generative process, only phrase pairs of the smallest level of granularity will be memorized and given higher probability by the model.
While the Dirichlet process is simply the Pitman-Yor process with d = 0, it has been shown that the discount parameter allows for more effective modeling of the long-tailed distributions that are often found in natural language [33] . We confirmed in preliminary experiments (using the data described in Section 8) that the Pitman-Yor process with automatically adjusted parameters results in superior alignment results, outperforming the sparse Dirichlet process priors used in previous research * 1 .
Base Measure
P base in Eq. (4) is the base measure, the prior probability of phrase pairs according to the model. By choosing this probability appropriately, we can incorporate prior knowledge of what phrases tend to be aligned to each other. In particular, there are three pieces of prior knowledge that we would like to provide through the base measure. First, we would like to minimize the number of phrases that are not aligned to any phrase in the other language, as we can assume that most of the phrases will have some corresponding translation. Second, we would like to bias against overly long phrases, as these are likely to cause sparsity and hurt generalization performance when the model is tested on new data. Finally, when aligning multi-word phrases, it makes sense to align phrases that are composed of words that are good * 1 Following Ref. [33] , we put priors on s (Gamma(α = 2, β = 1)) and d (Beta(α = 2, β = 2)) for the Pitman-Yor process, and sample their values. These priors do not provide a strong bias towards any particular value of s or d, allowing the model freedom to choose values that maximize the likelihood of the training data. We set α = 1 −10 for the Dirichlet process.
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Here, we adopt a formulation similar to that of Ref. [11] that is able to satisfy all of these desiderata. P base is first calculated by choosing whether to generate an unaligned phrase pair (where |e| = 0 or | f | = 0) according to a fixed probability p u . p u should generally be a small value to minimize the number of unaligned phrases * 2 . Based on this choice, we next generate an aligned phrase pair from P ba , or an unaligned phrase pair from P bu .
For P ba , we use the following probability:
P pois is the Poisson distribution with the average length parameter λ, where k represents the phrase length | f | or |e|.
We set λ to a relatively small value, which allows us to bias against overly long phrases * 3 . P uni is the unigram probability of a particular phrase, and P m1 is the word-based Model 1 [3] probability of one phrase given the other. Model 1 probabilities are word-based translation probabilities that help to indicate whether the words in each phrase are good translations of each-other. The phrase-based Model 1 probability is calculated according to the following equation:
where e i and f j are the ith and jth words in phrases e and f respectively. The word-based probabilities P m1 (e i | f j ) and P m1 ( f j |e i ) are parameters of the model, and can be calculated efficiently using the expectation maximization algorithm [3] before starting phrase alignment. Following Ref. [21] , we combine the Model 1 probabilities in both directions using the geometric mean * 4 , which allows us to encourage alignments that are supported by both models. For P bu , in the case of | f | = 0, we calculate the probability as follows:
The probability can be calculated similarly when |e| = 0. Note that P bu is divided by 2 as the probability is considering null alignments in both directions.
Hierarchical ITG Model
While in flat only minimal phrases were memorized by the model, as Ref. [11] notes and we confirm in the experiments in * 2 We choose 10 −2 , 10 −3 , or 10 −10 based on which value gave the best translation accuracy on the development set. * 3 We tune λ to 1, 0.1, or 0.01 based on which value gives the best translation accuracy on the development set. * 4 The probabilities of the geometric mean do not add to one, and are thus not, strictly speaking, proper probabilities. However, we found empirically that even when left unnormalized, they provided much better results than the model using the arithmetic mean, which is mathematically correct. Section 8, using only minimal phrases leads to inferior translation results for phrase-based translation. Because of this, previous research has combined flat with heuristic phrase extraction, which exhaustively combines all adjacent phrases permitted by the word alignments [29] . We propose an alternative, fully statistical approach that directly models phrases at multiple granularities, which we will refer to as hier. By doing so, we are able to do away with heuristic phrase extraction, creating a phrase table that is able to achieve competitive accuracy in a single step through a fully probabilistic process.
Similarly to flat, hier assigns a probability P hier ( e, f ; θ x , θ t ) to phrase pairs, and is parameterized by a phrase table θ t and a symbol distribution θ x . The main difference between the two models is that non/pre-terminal symbols and phrase pairs are generated in reverse order. While flat first generates branches of the derivation tree using P x , then generates leaves using the phrase distribution P t , hier first attempts to generate the full sentence as a single phrase from P t , then falls back to ITG-style derivations to cope with sparsity. We allow for this within the Bayesian ITG context by defining a new base measure P dac ("divide-andconquer") to replace P base in Eq. (4), resulting in the following distribution for θ t .
P dac essentially generates a single longer phrase through two generations and a combination of shorter phrases, allowing even long phrase pairs to be given significant amounts of probability when justified. The generative process of P dac , similar to that of P f lat from the previous section, is as follows: ( 1 ) Generate symbol x from P x (x; θ x ). x can take the values base, str, or inv.
( 2 ) According to x take the following actions.
( a ) If x = base, generate a new phrase pair directly from P base of Section 4.1. ( b ) If x = str, generate e 1 , f 1 and e 2 , f 2 from P hier , and concatenate them into a single phrase pair e 1 e 2 , f 1 f 2 . ( c ) If x = inv, follow the same process as (b), but concatenate f 1 and f 2 in reverse order e 1 e 2 , f 2 f 1 . A comparison of derivation trees for flat and hier is shown in Fig. 4 . As previously described, flat first generates from the symbol distribution P x , then from the phrase distribution P t . On the other hand, hier generates directly from P t , which falls back to divide-and-conquer based on P x when necessary. The minimal and non-minimal phrase pairs that are generated by P t are surrounded by solid and dotted lines respectively. It can be seen that while P t in flat only generates minimal phrases, P t in hier generates (and thus memorizes) phrases at all levels of granularity.
Length-based Parameter Tuning
There are still two problems with hier, one theoretical, and one practical. Theoretically, hier contains itself as its base measure, and stochastic process models that include themselves as base measures are technically deficient, as noted in Ref. [8] . Practically, while the Pitman-Yor process in hier shares the parameters s and d over all phrase pairs in the model, long phrase pairs are much more sparse than short phrase pairs, and thus it is desir- hier (c). Solid and dotted lines indicate minimal and non-minimal pairs respectively, and phrases memorized by the model are written in quotes under their corresponding instance of P t . The pair hate/coûte is generated from P base .
able to appropriately adjust the parameters of Eq. (4) according to phrase pair length. In order to solve these problems, we reformulate the model so that each phrase length l = | f | + |e| has its own phrase parameters θ t,l and symbol parameters θ x,l , which are given separate priors:
We will call this model hlen.
The generative story is largely similar to hier with a few minor changes. When we generate a sentence, we first choose its length l according to a uniform distribution over all possible sentence lengths
where L is the size |E| + |F| of the longest sentence in the corpus. We then generate a phrase pair from the probability P t,l ( e, f ) for length l. The base measure for hlen is identical to that of hier, with one minor change: when we fall back to two shorter phrases, we choose the length of the left phrase from l l ∼ Uni f orm(1, l − 1), set the length of the right phrase to l r = l − l l , and generate the smaller phrases from P t,ll and P t,lr respectively.
It can be seen that phrases at each length are generated from different distributions, and thus the parameters for the PitmanYor process will be different for each distribution. Further, as l l and l r must be smaller than l, P t,l no longer contains itself as a base measure, and is thus not deficient.
An example of the actual discount values learned in one of the experiments described in Section 8 is shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that, as expected, the discounts for short phrases are lower than those of long phrases. In particular, phrase pairs of length up to six (for example, |e| = 3, | f | = 3) are given discounts of nearly zero while larger phrases are more heavily discounted. We conjecture that this is related to the observation by Ref. [20] that using phrases where max(|e|, | f |) ≤ 3 cause significant improvements in translation accuracy, while using larger phrases results in diminishing returns. In addition, the hlen model has the potential to learn different ITG reordering probabilities for different lengths. An example of the ratio between P x (str) and P x (inv) learned for phrases of length 4 to 40 in German, Spanish, French, and Japanese is shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that at the shortest phrase length of 4, which generally corresponds to the reordering of two single-word translations, German has a higher ratio than all other languages. This is intuitive, as both French and Spanish order adjective-noun pairs in the opposite order of English, so there should be more swaps of single words than in German, which places adjective-noun pairs in the same order as English. On the other hand, as sentence length grows longer, French and Spanish surpass German in monotonicity, a result of German having greater divergence in syntax from English. One typical example of this is that sentencefinal verbs must be reordered over long distances to their natural position in the middle of the sentence for English. Finally, Japanese has significantly lower monotonicity than all of the European languages at almost all phrase pair lengths, a result of the vast differences in sentence structure between Japanese and English. In contrast, hier can only learn a single value for P x (str) and P x (inv). For German, Spanish, French, and Japanese, the values of P x (str)/P x (inv) were 4.83, 5.81, 4.99, and 1.83 respectively, showing that the overall preference for monotonicity or non-monotonicity can be learned, although not in the fine-grained manner allowed by hlen.
Implementation
Previous research has used a variety of methods to learn Bayesian phrase based alignment models, all of which have used Gibbs sampling as their central learning algorithm [1] , [2] , [11] . All of these techniques are applicable to the proposed model, but we choose to apply the sentence-based sampling proposed by Ref. [1] , which has desirable convergence properties compared to sampling single alignments. The majority of computation in the sampling process takes place in the parsing step where probabilities for each possibly aligned bilingual span are calculated to allow for proper sampling of an ITG parse tree for each sentence. Exhaustive parsing of ITGs can be performed in O(n 6 ), but this is too slow in practical situations for all but the smallest of sentences. To solve this problem, we adopt the beam search algorithm of Ref. [32] as an approximation of full exhaustive parsing, and use a probability beam, trimming spans where the probability is at least 10 10 times smaller than that of the best hypothesis in the bucket.
One important implementation detail that is different from previous models is the management of phrase counts. As a phrase pair t a may have been generated from two smaller component phrases t b and t c , when a sample containing t a is removed from the distribution, it may also be necessary to decrement the counts of t b and t c as well. The Chinese Restaurant Process representation of P t [33] lends itself to a natural and easily implementable solution to this problem. For each table representing a phrase pair t a , we maintain not only the number of customers sitting at the table, but also the identities of phrases t b and t c that were originally used when generating the table. When the count of the table t a is reduced to zero and the table is removed, the counts of t b and t c are also decremented.
Phrase Extraction
In this section, we describe both traditional heuristic phrase extraction, and the proposed model-based extraction method.
Heuristic Phrase Extraction
The traditional method for heuristic phrase extraction from word alignments exhaustively enumerates all phrases up to a certain length that are consistent with the alignment [29] . After counts for each phrase pair e, f have been enumerated, these counts are used to calculate five features used in the phrase table:
• Phrase conditional probabilities: These are calculated in both directions estimated using maximum likelihood estimation over phrase pair counts:
• Lexical weighting probabilities: As many phrases have very low counts, simple phrase conditional probabilities are sparse and often do not provide reliable information about the correctness of the phrase pair. To solve this problem, Ref. [20] proposes a method of breaking each phrase down into its respective words, and using the conditional proba- Fig. 7 The phrase, block, and word alignments used in heuristic phrase extraction.
bilities of the words in the phrase to calculate a more robust estimate of the phrase translation probabilities. The lexical weighting probabilities in both directions are used as two additional features in the model. • Phrase penalty: The last feature is a fixed penalty or bonus for every phrase used. If it is a penalty, the model will prefer to use fewer but longer phrases, and if it is a bonus the model will prefer to use many shorter phrases. These features are combined in a weighted manner to indicate the overall score of each phrase, with the weights being learned using a training regimen such as minimum error rate training (MERT [26] ).
As a baseline, we perform heuristic phrase extraction over the alignments acquired by the flat and hier models. As the proposed method often aligns relatively long phrases, not words, a variety of alignment granularities can be used to create the phrase table (Fig. 7) . In model heur-p, minimal phrases generated from P t are treated as aligned, and we perform phrase extraction on these alignments. We also use two other techniques to create smaller alignment chunks that prevent sparsity. We perform regular sampling of the trees, but if we reach a minimal phrase generated from P t , we continue traveling down the tree until we reach either a one-to-many alignment, which we will call heur-b as it creates alignments of "blocks," or an at-most-one alignment, which we will call heur-w as it generates word alignments. It should be noted that forcing alignments smaller than the model suggests is only used for generating alignments for use in heuristic extraction, and does not affect the training process.
Model-Based Phrase Extraction
For our proposed model, we also are able to perform phrase table extraction that directly utilizes the phrase probabilities P t ( e, f ). Similarly to the heuristic phrase tables, we use conditional probabilities P t ( f |e) and P t (e| f ), lexical weighting probabilities, and a phrase penalty. Here, instead of using maximum likelihood, we calculate conditional probabilities directly from P t probabilities:
{f :c( e,f )≥1} P t ( e,f )
To limit phrase table size, we include only phrase pairs that are aligned at least once in the sample.
We also include two more features:
• Model joint probability: As the proposed method assigns a probability P t ( e, f ) to all phrase pairs, we can use this as an additional feature.
• Span generative probability: We also use the average generative probability of each span that generated e, f as computed by the chart parser during training. This is similar to the joint probability, but is more reliable for low-frequency phrases, where the model probability tends to over-estimate the actual probability. The generative probability will be high for common phrase pairs that are generated directly from the model, and also for phrases that, while not directly included in the model, are composed of two high probability child phrases and thus can be assumed to be more reliable. It should be noted that while for flat and hier P t can be used directly, as hlen learns separate models for each length, we must combine these probabilities into a single value. We do this by setting
for every phrase pair, where l = |e| + | f | and c(l) is the number of phrases of length l in the sample.
We call this model-based extraction method mod.
Sample Combination
As has been noted in previous works [12] , [20] , exhaustive phrase extraction tends to outperform approaches that use syntax or generative models to limit phrase boundaries. Reference [12] states that this is because generative models choose only a single phrase segmentation, and thus throw away many good phrase pairs that are in conflict with this segmentation.
Luckily, in the Bayesian framework it is simple to overcome this problem by combining phrase tables from multiple samples. In mod, we do this by taking the average of the joint probability and span probability features, and re-calculating the conditional probabilities from the averaged joint probabilities.
Related Work
While ITGs have been growing in popularity in recent years, they are by no means the only method for word or phrase alignment. In fact, the seminal IBM models presented in Ref. [3] and the implementation provided by the open-source software giza++ [28] are still widely used for word alignment in a large number of systems. The IBM models, while quite powerful, are fundamentally different from the models previously described in this paper in that they are not able to handle many-to-many alignments. As a result, it is necessary to find one-to-many word alignments in both directions, which allows for the capturing of multi-word units on both the source and target sides. These oneto-many alignments can then be combined using heuristics into a many-to-many alignment [20] . Finally, using this alignment, heuristic phrase extraction enumerates all possible phrases that do not conflict with the word alignments [29] . In the next section, we present experimental results comparing alignments acquired using the IBM models with those acquired using ITG-based alignment methods.
In addition to the previously mentioned alignment techniques, there has also been a significant body of work on improving phrase extraction methods (such as Refs. [23] and [16] ). Reference [13] presented the first work on joint phrase alignment and extraction at multiple levels. While they take a supervised approach based on discriminative methods, we present a fully unsupervised generative model. The generative probabilistic model where longer units are built through the binary combination of shorter units that we use in this model was inspired by the model proposed by Ref. [10] for monolingual word segmentation using the minimum description length (MDL) framework. Our work differs in that it uses Bayesian techniques instead of MDL, works on two languages instead of one, and uses words as its basic unit instead of phrases.
Adaptor grammars, models in which non-terminals memorize subtrees that lie below them, have been used for word segmentation or other monolingual tasks [17] . The proposed method could be thought of as a synchronous adaptor grammar over two languages. However, adaptor grammars have generally been used to specify only two or a few levels as in the flat model in this paper, as opposed to recursive models such as hier or many-leveled models such as hlen. One exception is the variational inference method for adaptor grammars presented by Ref. [8] that is applicable to recursive grammars such as hier. We plan to examine variational inference for the proposed models in future work.
Experimental Evaluation
We performed experiments to evaluate the proposed method on translation tasks from four languages, French, German, Spanish, and Japanese, into English.
Experimental Setup
The data for French, German, and Spanish are from the 2010 Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation [4] . We use the news commentary corpus for training the phrase table, and the news commentary and Europarl corpora for training the LM. For Japanese, we use data from the NTCIR patent translation task [14] . We use the first 100 k sentences of the parallel corpus for the phrase table, and the whole parallel corpus for the LM. Details of both corpora can be found in Table 1 . Corpora are tokenized, lower-cased, and sentences of over 40 words on either side are removed for phrase table training. For both tasks, we perform weight tuning and testing on specified development and test sets. As an evaluation measure, we use case-insensitive BLEU score [30] , a widely used evaluation metric for machine translation.
We compare the accuracy of our proposed method of joint phrase alignment and extraction using the flat, hier and hlen models, with a baseline of using word alignments from Fig. 8 The effect of corpus size on the accuracy (a) and phrase table size (b) for each method (Japanese-English). Table 2 BLEU score and phrase table size by alignment method, extraction method, and samples combined. Bold numbers are not significantly different from the best result according to the sign test (p < 0.05) [9] . giza++ uses heur-w for phrase extraction and all other models use mod. giza++ [28] and heuristic phrase extraction. Translation is performed using the Moses phrase-based machine translation decoder [19] using the phrase tables learned by each method under consideration. Phrase reordering probabilities are calculated using Moses's standard lexicalized reordering model [18] for all experimental settings. Maximum phrase length is limited to 7 in all models, and for the LM we use an interpolated Kneser-Ney 5-gram model. For giza++, we use the standard training regimen up to Model 4, and combine alignments with the grow-diag-final-and combination heuristic [18] . For the proposed models, we train for 100 iterations, and use the final sample acquired at the end of the training process for our experiments using a single sample * 5 . In addition, we also try averaging the phrase tables from the last ten samples as described in Section 6.3.
Experimental Results
The results for these experiments can be found in Table 2 . From these results it can be seen that when using a single sample, the combination of using hier and model probabilities achieves results approximately equal to giza++ and heuristic phrase extraction. This is the first reported result in which an unsupervised phrase alignment model has built a phrase table directly from model probabilities and achieved results that compare to heuristic phrase extraction. It can also be seen that the phrase table created by the proposed method is approximately 5 times smaller than that obtained by the traditional pipeline.
In addition, hier significantly outperforms flat when using the model probabilities. This confirms that phrase tables containing * 5 For most models, while likelihood continued to increase gradually for all 100 iterations, BLEU score gains plateaued after 5-10 iterations, likely due to the strong prior information provided by P base . As iterations took 1.3 hours on a single processor, good translation results were achieved in approximately 13 hours, which could further be reduced using distributed sampling [2] , [24] . only minimal phrases are not able to achieve results that compete with phrase tables that use multiple granularities.
Somewhat surprisingly, hlen consistently slightly underperforms hier. This indicates potential gains to be provided by length-based parameter tuning were outweighed by losses due to the increased complexity of the model. In particular, we believe the necessity to combine probabilities from multiple P t,l models into a single phrase table may have resulted in a distortion of the phrase probabilities. In addition, as we examine further in Section 8.3, the assumption that phrase lengths are generated from a uniform distribution is likely too strong, and further gains could possibly be achieved by more accurate modeling of phrase lengths.
It can also be seen that combining phrase tables from multiple samples improved the BLEU score for hlen, but not for hier. This suggests that for hier, most of the useful phrase pairs discovered by the model are included in every iteration, and the increased recall obtained by combining multiple samples does not consistently outweigh the increased confusion caused by the larger phrase table.
Effect of Corpus Size
In order to ensure that the proposed method works well at all data sizes, we also performed an experiment varying the size of the training corpus. As there are not large amounts of in-domain data for the WMT news commentary task, we performed these experiments only on the patent task, varying the number of training sentences from 50 k to 400 k. The accuracy results are shown in Fig. 8 (a) . It can be seen that the results are largely consistent across all data sizes over, with statistically insignificant differences between hier and giza++, and hlen lagging slightly behind hier. Figure 8 (b) shows the size of the phrase table induced by each method over the various corpus sizes. It can be seen that the tables created by giza++ are significantly larger at all corpus sizes, with the difference being particularly pronounced at larger 
Phrase Alignment/Heuristic Extraction
We also evaluated the effectiveness of model-based phrase extraction compared to heuristic phrase extraction. Using the alignments from hier, we created phrase tables using model probabilities (mod), and heuristic extraction on words (heur-w), blocks (heur-b), and minimal phrases (heur-p) as described in Section 6. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 3 . It can be seen that model-based phrase extraction using hier outperforms or insignificantly underperforms heuristic phrase extraction over all experimental settings, while keeping the phrase table to a fraction of the size of most heuristic extraction methods.
Acquired Phrases
In addition, we performed a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the phrase tables acquired using giza, flat, hier, and hlen for the French-English task. Phrase extraction was performed with heur-w for giza and mod for all other alignment methods.
First, we performed an analysis of how much overlap there was between the extracted phrase tables, the results of which are shown in Table 4 . Interestingly, the giza phrase table only covers approximately 40-50% of the acquired phrases in each of the ITG models, despite being much larger. To help understand the difference between giza and the ITG-based methods, we examined the phrases that occurred in only the giza phrase table, as well as the phrases that occurred in all of the other phrase tables, but not the giza phrase table ( Table 5 ). For words found by all of the ITG models but not giza, the majority were rare single-word translations that were misaligned by giza due to the "garbage-collecting" phenomenon, where rare words are aligned to too many words, and thus not extracted properly. Among the shorter phrases that were found by none of the ITG models, but found by giza, most were the combination of one or several content words with a preposition.
In addition, we show examples of the phrases that are not just included in the phrase table, but actually used in translation by giza and hier, focusing on phrase pairs that were used much more often by one system than the other, as well as less frequent phrase pairs that were used by one system twice, but the other system no times. Phrase pairs more commonly used in the giza and hier systems are shown in Table 6 and Table 7 respectively. It can be seen that as an overall trend, the giza system tends to translate function words and punctuation in phrases together with the neighboring words, while the hier system tends to translate these words separately, reflecting previous observations about the composition of the respective phrase tables. This combination of function words and punctuation into longer phrases does not change translation results, but increases the size of the phrase table, lending a convincing explanation for why hier is able to achieve translation results that match giza with a smaller phrase table.
The next most common case were examples where one of the two systems dropped a frequent word in a multi-word translation (such as "de la" above). This was a problem for both systems, and there was not a clear trend favoring either system in these cases. In addition, both giza and hier see words that are unknown for one of the two systems ("opérateur" and "communiqué" respectively) due to missed alignments preventing the creation of phrases for rarer words. Overall, giza was able to successfully generate phrases for fewer words, resulting in a total of 4,738 untranslatable words in the test set compared to 3,843 for hier. Fig. 9 The distribution of unique phrases by length (a) included in the phrase table and (b) used in translation.
Finally, there were a number of examples where equally valid translations with different lexical choice ("définitif") and syntactic form ("fréquente"), as well as examples where neither system was able to create a translation correctly ("travaillait" and "connaissant").
Finally, Fig. 9 shows a break-down by length of the phrases in the acquired phrase table, as well as of the phrases that were actually used during translation. ¿From this graph it can be seen that giza creates large numbers of long phrases of length 6 or higher, despite the fact that the majority of used phrases are of length 2 or 4 (for 1-to-1 or 2-to-2 translations respectively). In general the distribution of phrases used by hier in translation is similar to that of giza (with a slight tendency towards using shorter phrases), but the overall distribution of extracted phrases decreases gradually with length. flat, as expected, tends to both extract and use very short phrases.
Comparing hier and hlen, it can be seen that their patterns are largely similar, with the exception of phrases of length 3. Phrases of length 3 must be 1-to-2 or 2-to-1, and thus should be less common for language pairs such as English and French where one word tends to correspond to one word. hlen creates more 3-word patterns than hier because each length of phrase is given its own unique phrase distribution. Specifically, if P t,3 has fewer phrases than P t,2 and P t,4 , it also has more probability to "give away" to new 3-word phrases, creating an implicit bias towards creating more new phrases of less common phrase lengths. It is possible that this bias can be corrected by introducing priors that prefer phrase pairs where the number of words is roughly equal on both sides. However, this will require significant expansions to the current generative story, which does not explicitly keep track of the number of words on each side, so we leave this to future work.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel approach to joint phrase alignment and extraction through a hierarchical model using nonparametric Bayesian methods and inversion transduction grammars. Machine translation systems using phrase tables learned directly by the proposed model were able to achieve accuracy competitive with the traditional pipeline of word alignment and heuristic phrase extraction, the first such result for an unsupervised model.
One of the advantages of the proposed model is that it lends itself to relatively simple extension, allowing for further gains in accuracy through the introduction of more sophisticated alignment models. One promising future direction is the introduction of more intelligent prior knowledge through the base measure P base . For example, P base could be adjusted to take into account spelling similarities, parts of speech, phrase-based translation dictionaries, or bilingually acquired classes such as those proposed by Ref. [25] . We also plan to refine hlen to use a more appropriate model of phrase length than the uniform distribution, particularly by attempting to bias against phrase pairs where one of the two phrases is much longer than the other.
In addition, we will test probabilities learned using the proposed model with an ITG-based decoder. We will also examine the applicability of the proposed model in the context of hierarchical phrases [6] , or in alignment using syntactic structure [15] . It is also worth examining the plausibility of variational inference as proposed by Ref. [8] in the alignment context.
